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(top left) Hybrid perovskite solar cell. Cross section SEM image of the device architecture, including the 
electron extraction layer EEL; (top right) The chemical structures of PCBM and PTEG-1, used as EEL 

materials. The J-V characteristics under illumination for the devices using PCBM (bottom left) and PTEG-1 
(bottom right) as EEL. Black line: before light soaking; red line: after light soaking. 
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1. Scientific results 2015 
During the past year, we have made the measurements of the dielectric constants much more reli-
able and accurate. This, of course, is a vital part of the overall project. We have devised a way to 
correct the experimental capacitance for surface roughness. This means that we can always extract 
reliable dielectric constants from capacitance data, even if the film formation is problematic. Like-
wise, we have identified LiF as a bulk dopant of fullerene derivatives. As bulk doping renders the 
extraction of dielectric constants meaningless, we now know that LiF should be avoided. Addi-
tionally, the fact that LiF acts as a bulk dopant solves the puzzle of the effect of LiF on organic solar 
cells, one of the longest debates in the literature on OPV. 
 
We have started studying the photophysical properties of several systems with dielectric inhomo-
geneities, such as polymer matrices with inorganic nanocrystals and organic polymers with high 
dielectric constant fullerene derivatives. We have also begun with the investigations of organic-
inorganic hybrid perovskites, this class of materials have been reported to have power conversion 
efficiency up to twenty percent and a dielectric constant for the most common system around six. 
We have reported the first low temperature investigation of the photophysical properties of 
methylammonium lead iodide single crystals. At the moment we are fabricating solar cells, using 
the standard perovskite interfaced with the high dielectric fullerene derivatives, described above, 
and that results in solar cells with power conversion efficiency up to 16 percent. We have also 
investigated the origin of the light soaking effect, which is of enormous importance to make hybrid 
perovskite solar cells a viable technology. 
 
We have optimised polymer/fullerene solar cells based on the new high-dielectric-constant (high-
k) materials. The high-k fullerene derivative, when combined with a suitable donor polymer such 
as PTB7, consistently yields a higher open-circuit voltage than the PCBM reference. As a result, 
these devices yield superior efficiency. 
 
While organic solar cells operate under steady-state conditions, they are not equilibrium devices. 
After injection or photo-generation of charges, they can undergo thermalisation. We studied this 
process of thermalisation in organic diodes by a Monte-Carlo simulation technique. We found that 
thermalisation in space-charge-limited diodes, as used for measuring mobility, is extremely fast. 
This implies that measurements of mobility based on this technique probe the quasi-equilibrium 
mobility, rather than a transient one. Additionally, we were able to demonstrate that thermalisa-
tion plays a very limited role in organic solar cells. 
 
We have finished our theoretical study to the effect of introducing dipoles in PCBM analogues on 
the charge-transfer and charge separated states. We found that the photophysical properties of the 
new PCBM molecules were not influenced, in agreement with the experimental observations, but 
that they exert significant effects on the energies of the charge separated states. We further finished 
a study on the introduction of push-pull groups in polymers, and found that lowering the exciton 
binding energy of a polymer itself does not necessarily leads to a lowering of the charge transfer 
exciton binding energy. Furthermore, we have started molecular dynamics simulations in order to 
mimic the generation of polymer:PCBM blends. In these simulations, the blend is formed by sol-
vent evaporation. The results obtained so far look very promising, and effects of chain length of 
polymers and rate of evaporation on morphology seem to agree with experimental observations. 
We also started the calculation of the dielectric constants of materials. This seems to be more diffi-
cult than expected: for liquids good results are obtained using molecular dynamics simulations, 
however, at this moment, the calculated dielectric constant for PCBM is the same as for PTEG-1, in 
disagreement with the experimental data. Different ways to calculate the dielectric constant are 
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now under evaluation, and a study of the dipole moment of PTEG-1 as a function of energy is 
undertaken to benchmark the forcefields used in the molecular dynamics simulations. 
Following the successful demonstration of the core concept of 'sugar-like' water solubility, we have 
optimized the polymerization conditions of conjugated polyions (polymers bearing positive charge 
in the conjugated backbone). Increasing the electron-donating character of one of the co-monomers 
afforded us temperature-dependent control over molecular weight; we can achieve degrees of 
polymerization above the solubility limit. These materials are excellent absorbers, appearing dark-
green or black to the eye and readily form free-standing films and hydrogels. The next step is to 
functionalize them with complementary pendant groups to form zwitterionic polyions. We are 
currently investigating protecting group strategies to allow us to carry out as much of the synthe-
sis as possible in common organic solvents, unmasking both conjugated cations and anionic pen-
dant groups in a final, post-polymerization step. We have worked out processing conditions that 
eliminate nucleophilic ions for the purposes of careful electronic and physical characterization. 
Electronically, we have begun screening various electron-rich and –poor monomers. Preliminary 
results indicate that some of these materials may be very good acceptor materials. Film-forming 
optimizations from various green solvents (including water) are underway. 
 
Several series of fullerene-based acceptors and conjugated polymer-based donors were prepared. 
The first among these new materials are presently being evaluated with respect to their dielectric 
constant. The homopolymerization technique, developed by us aiming for conjugated polymers of 
very high quality and purity, has been applied to several types of monomers. Varying results were 
obtained thus far. On the one hand, the chemical purity is very high, on the other, new irregulari-
ties have emerged, that influence the bandgap of the polymer in an undesired way. Next, alterna-
tives to the regular in-chain alternating donor-acceptor copolymers have been designed. The first 
example has been prepared in the lab. 
 
To conclude, after identifying and solving all the artefacts and pitfalls in the determination of accu-
rate dielectric constant values of organic semiconductors, we can now safely claim that we get the 
right values. In the meantime we have developed quite a number of compounds that need to be 
evaluated with respect to dielectric and other (opto)-electronic properties. The project is on sche-
dule, scientifically, but it is becoming clear that making molecular materials with the desired new 
properties is far from trivial. The team is in full swing, new leads are being developed and fol-
lowed, the interactions between the sub-groups are good and very regular. The programme is 
running well: in 2015 we observed the first and very significant increase of the power conversion 
efficiency (and the reliability) of a solar cell by replacing a molecular semiconductor component by 
one with a higher dielectric constant. 
 
2. Added value of the programme 
The clear extra added value of the FOM Focus group is the rich learning environment that is cre-
ated for the (PhD) students and postdocs in the group. Frequent group meetings where FOM 
Focus group members of the different research lines present their research results in lively discus-
sions with many different viewpoints from the various disciplines that are involved. A conse-
quence thereof is that each member has a broader overview of the problem at hand, and realizes 
that a solution to a particular problem in his/her field might create a new problem in a different 
field. Also, because of the strong interaction between the members, and therefore influences of the 
different fields, less conventional pathways are explored. 
An indirect profit for the PIs is in the appeal and status of the project. The rather unique learning 
environment attracts many (international) students. An increasing number of research groups 
within the Stratingh Institute for Chemistry and Zernike Institute for Advanced Materials is 
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involved in parts of the Focus group research activities or in closely related ones (Pshenichnikov, 
Palstra, Marrink, Herrmann, Minnaard). 
The second (out of five projected in total) international NGOPV conference was held in Groningen, 
June 28- July 1, 2015. It was a great and highly appreciated meeting. Amongst many others, twelve 
invited speakers, leaders in the field, covered most aspects of it. The multidisciplinary NGOPV 
conference is a clear added value of the programme, especially for the students. 
 
3. Personnel 
The Focus Group management team is in full swing. Two new FOM PhD students 
(Bart Groeneveld, OPV physics; Viktor Ivasyshin, synthesis) started in 2015. The first FOM Focus 
oio, Hilde (H.D.) de Gier, finished writing her thesis in 2015 and obtained her PhD on 1 February 
2016. The present eight oio's are all on track towards their PhD, with max. six months delay. There 
were ten PhD students active in matching projects in 2015: T. Krijger; UHV materials characteriza-
tion (FWN, RUG matching; 2012); D. Zhou, polymer chemistry (Zernike dieptestrategie, RUG 
matching; 2012); D. Bartesaghi, 2012 (DPI; RUG matching, 2012; PhD: 26-02-2016); T. Serkar, com-
putational physics (Shell/FOM; RUG matching, 2013) R. Alessandri, modeling/ molecular 
dynamics (RUG/NWO; RUG matching; 2014); G. Wang, polymer synthesis, Zernike dieptestrate-
gie; RUG matching; 2014); G. Ye, polymer chemistry (CRC student, RUG matching; 2014); 
S. Adjokaste, OPV physics (RUG/NWO; RUG matching); M. Izquierdo, theory line (ITN-EJD-
TCCM student, RUG matching; 2015), M. Wibowo, theory line (ITN-EJD-TCCM student, RUG 
matching; 2015). 
 
We plan to appoint a minimum of four new FOM PhD students in 2016, a bit later than originally 
planned, but still in line with the overall project schedule. This keeps the personnel aspect of the 
whole project on schedule as well. In April 2016, a matching PhD student (FOM/Shell 
programme) will also start. We opened the position of a FOM focus group technician by the first 
quarter of 2016. Until now, this position was substituted by a postdoc position (L. Qiu). 
 
4. Publications 
- H.D. de Gier, F. Jahani, R. Broer, J.C. Hummelen, R.W.A. Havenith, Promising strategy to 

improve charge separation in organic photovoltaics: installing permanent dipoles in PCBM 
analogues, J. Phys. Chem. A, in press, DOI: 10.1021/acs.jpca.5b09279, 2015. 

- H.D. de Gier, R. Broer, R.W.A. Havenith, On the relation between local and charge-transfer 
exciton binding energies in organic photovoltaic materials, Proc. SPIE, 9567, Organic 
Photovoltaics XVI, 95670N, 2015. 

- S. Torabi, F.J. Bahnamiri, I. Van Severen, C. Kanimozhi, S. Patil, R.W.A. Havenith, R.C. Chiechi, 
L. Lutsen, D.J.M. Vanderzande, T.J. Cleij, J.C. Hummelen, L.J.A. Koster, Enhancing the 
Dielectric Constant of Organic Semiconductors Without Sacrificing Charge Carrier Mobility and 
Solubility, Adv. Funct. Mater. 25, 150-157, 2015. 

- W. Gomulya, J. M. Salazar Rios, V. Derenskyi, S. Z. Bisri, S. Jung, M. Fritsch, S. Allard, U. Scherf, 
M. C. dos Santos, M. A. Loi, Effect of temperature on the selection of semiconducting single 
walled carbon nanotubes using poly(3-dodecylthiophene-2,5-diyl), Carbon 2015, 84, 66, 2015. 

- J.M. Salazar-Rios, W. Gomulya, V. Derenskyi, J. Yang, S.Z. Bisri, Z. Chen, A. Facchetti, M.A. Loi, 
Selecting Semiconducting Single-Walled Carbon Nanotubes with Narrow Bandgap 
Naphthalene Diimide-Based Polymers, Adv. Electron. Mater. 1, Article Number: 1500074, 2015. 

- H‐H. Fang, R. Raissa, M. Abdu‐Aguye, S. Adjokatse, G.R. Blake, J. Even, M.A. Loi, Photophysics 
of Organic–Inorganic Hybrid Lead Iodide Perovskite Single Crystals, Adv. Funct. Mater. 25, 
2378, 2015. 

- Voortman, T.P., D. Bartesaghi, J. Anton L. Koster, and R.C. Chiechi, Cross-Conjugated n-
Dopable Aromatic Polyketone, Macromolecules, vol. 48, issue 19, pp. 7007-7014, 2015. 
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- Voortman, T. P., and R.C. Chiechi, Thin Films Formed from Conjugated Polymers with Ionic, 
Water-Soluble Backbones, ACS Applied Materials & Interfaces, 7, 28006–28012, 2015. 

 
5. Valorisation and outreach 
No patent applications have been filed. Public appearances in 2015 include lectures for the 
Groningen Energiekoepel (GrEK), Sappemeer, at the U-MEET event (Groningen), at the Let's grow 
event (Univ. Groningen), and for the physics student club FMF (Groningen). We have been 
actively involved in brainstorm sessions with local governments (Groningen city/province) on 
solar energy/energy transition/ earthquake issues (e.g. see KADO: 
http://www.rug.nl/research/sustainable-society/ research-impact/kenniscentrum-aardbevingen 
). Media appearances in 2015: Dagblad van het Noorden, 13 April 2015. 
 
6. Vacancies 
In principle, we are continuously open for applications by PhD students. We plan to employ a 
minimum of four PhD students in 2016. 
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Fact sheet as of 1 January 2016 

 FOM - 11.0411/5 
 datum: 01-01-2016 
 
 
APPROVED FOM PROGRAMME 
 
 
Number 130. 
  
Title (code) Next generation organic photovoltaics (NGOPV) 
  
Executive organisational unit BUW 
  
Programme management Prof.dr. J.C. Hummelen 
  
Duration 2011 - 2021 
  
Cost estimate M€ 5.2 (FOM part) 
  
Concise programme description 
a. Objectives 
The Focus Group Next generation organic photovoltaics will work on enabling and realizing the next 
generation of Organic Photovoltaics (OPV) through the development of OPV science. It is based on 
a multidisciplinary approach where physics, photophysics, device physics, organic chemistry, 
material science, and theoretical modeling are combined synergistically. The goal of the research 
programme is to enable PV technologies within the next 10 years that lead to mass production that 
fits in the accepted roadmap for solar technology. Performance targets are: green technology, >15% 
efficiency, >20 years lifetime, < 0.25€/Wp. 
 
b. Background, relevance and implementation 
Solution-processed OPV cells are promising low-cost alternatives to conventional silicon-based PV 
devices. The fabrication of these devices by processing the photoactive layer from solution is the 
key advantage, enabling cheap, flexible, large-area PV technologies. In the last few years the 
design and synthesis of new p-type polymers has dramatically improved the power conversion 
efficiency, presently reaching 8,3% (in laboratory-scale experiments). 
At the heart of an OPV device is the interface between the donor and acceptor, where light is 
converted to free charges, and where the biggest challenges lie. Several basic questions about the 
mechanism of photoinduced charge-separation across this interface have remained unanswered, 
largely because the physical phenomena cannot be studied without the close collaboration of 
materials chemists and device physicists; OPV is truly a multi-disciplinary challenge. Thus, it is 
through the close collaboration of the three lines of research - theoretical aspects & modeling, 
physical characterization & device physics and material development  - that this elusive and 
challenging problem will be tackled and that a complete physical understanding of the 
microscopic details of charge-separation will be realized.  
The key to this programme's approach that will convert the fundamental physics into deliverable 
innovations in OPV is to address a fundamental difference between inorganic and organic 
materials: dielectric properties. The high dielectric constant of inorganic materials screens charges, 
facilitating their spatial separation after the absorption of light. Organic materials for OPV have 
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thus far almost exclusively used hydrocarbon chains, leading to low dielectric constants and 
tightly-bound charges. This programme blends the discovery of the underlying physics of charge-
separation with a radical change in thinking about the materials that is based on simple and well-
understood principles. Understanding how dipoles interact to influence the local environment at 
the nanostructured interfaces between two organic materials is a challenging theoretical problem. 
Measuring it is a challenging physics problem.  
Designing the materials is a challenging chemistry problem. Translating these gains at the charge-
separation interface into external efficiency is a multidisciplinary problem rooted in device 
physics.  
A natural outcome of moving away from low-dielectric materials are new materials that are less 
hydrophobic and can be processed from renewable solvents such as methanol. This move towards 
'green' materials for OPV is as important for the long-term impact of OPV technology as efficiency. 
It brings down the costs associated with scaling and technology transfer and truly sets OPV apart 
from other technologies as a sustainable means to generate electricity. 
Implementation of the scientific results takes place through collaboration with national knowledge 
institutes (Holst Centre, ECN) for upscaling of OPV fabrication and with the leading OPV 
industries towards mass production. 
 
 
Funding 
salarispeil cao per 01-01-2016 
bedragen in k€ ≤ 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 ≥ 2021 Totaal 

FOM-basisexploitatie 2.219 326 458 590 458 458 295 4.804 

FOM-basisinvesteringen 366 20 20 - - - - 406 

Doelsubsidies NWO - - - - - - - - 

Doelsubsidies derden - - - - - - - - 

Totaal 2.585 346 478 590 458 458 295 5.210 
The contribution of the RUG to the focus group is k€ 4.057 in-kind (specified in the original proposal). 
 
 
Source documents and progress control 
a) Original programme proposal: FOM-10.1702 
b) Ex ante evaluation: FOM-10.1846 
c) Decision Executive Board: FOM-11.0409 
 
 
Remarks 
This programme was launched following a national call for proposals for FOM focus groups for 
fundamental energy research and forms part of and is scientifically connected to the Dutch 
Institute for Fundamental Energy Research (DIFFER). 
 
During the second half of 2015 the scientific programme of this focus group will be subject to a 
mid-term evaluation. The final evaluation will consist of a self-evaluation initiated by the 
programme leader and is foreseen for 2021. 
 
 JM par. HOZB 
Subgebieden: 50% NANO, 50% COMOP  
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Historical overview of input and output 

 

Input personnel (in fte)  finances* (in k€ ) 
WP/V WP/T PhD NWP 

2011 - - - - 85 

2012 - - 2,9 - 228 

2013 - - 5.2 - 326 

2014 - 0.3 6.0 - 374 

2015 - 1.0 7.6 - 515 

 

Output PhD theses refereed publications other publications & 
presentations 

patents 

2011 - - - - 

2012 - 10 30 - 

2013 - 5 31 - 

2014 - 5 23 - 

2015 - 7 28 - 

* After closing the financial year. 
 
 
PhD defences 
2012 
None. 

2013 
None. 

2014 
None. 

2015 
None. 

 
 
Patents (new/changes) 
2013 
None. 

2014 
None. 

2015 
None 
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Overview of projects and personnel 

 
Workgroup FOM-G-23 

Leader Prof.dr. J.C. Hummelen 
Organisation Groningen University 
Project leaders Prof.dr. M.A. Loi 

Prof.dr. R.C. Chiechi 
Dr. R.W.A. Havenith (senior scientific researcher) 
Dr. L.J.A. Koster (tenure track ass. prof.) 

Project (title + number) Next generation organic photovoltaics 10NGOPV01 
 
FOM employees on this project 
Name  Position Start date End date 
J.M. Salazar Rios PhD 1 September 2013 31 August 2017 
S. Torabi PhD 1 March 2013 28 February 2017 
E. Douvogianni PhD 1 September 2012 31 August 2016 
N.J. van der Kaap PhD 1 May 2012 30 April 2016 
T.P. Voortman PhD 1 April 2012 31 March 2016 
H.D. de Gier PhD 1 February 2012 31 January 2016 
L. Qui postdoc 1 September 2014 31 August 2016 
M.T. Abdu Aguye PhD 1 September 2014 31 August 2018 
B.G.H.M. Groeneveld PhD 15 October 2015 14 October 2019 
V. Ivasyshyn PhD 15 August 2015 14 August 2019 
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